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NEW PARTITIONING PERTURBSTION THEORY:
IIIi APPLICATIONS TO ELECTRON EXCHANGE
by
r	 Phillip R. Certain+ and Joseph O. Hirschfalder
University of Wis ►,onsin Theoretical Chemistry Institute
Madison, Wisconsin .53706
ABSTRACT
A new partitioning perturbation technique provides a rigorous de-
rivation and generalization o£ the H rselifelder-Silbey formalism for
treating electron exchange problems. A new method of solving the first
order perturbation equation is introduced. The first order wave function
is the sum of the polarization function which describes van der Waals
correlations and an exchange function which introduces ionic terms.
The exchange function is determined variationally for both the groutid
state H + H+ and H + H interactions. In the many electron case, the
first order equation reduces to a set of one and two electron equations.
This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space
'	 Administration Grant NOL 50-:002-001.
+ NSA' Predoctoral Fellow, 1965-69; Present address: Department of
Chemistry, University of Manchester, England.
I1. Introduction.
In a companion paper (which we shall refer to as 1) ) a
partitioning formalism was developed for treating electron exchange,
as well as degenerate and almost degenerate, perturbations. in the
present paper, it is shown that this urocedure can be greatly
simplified by the use of symmetry considerations.
The essential idea is to constiuct, by perturbation methods,
a finite basis set for the expansion of the wavefuuction. 'rho basis
is defined to have small hamiltonian matrix elements coupling the
basis with any function which is orthogotal to the 'basis. The energy
and properly symmetrized wavefunction ate obtained by diagonalizing
the hamiltonian in the finite basis. The advantage of this procedure
is that the basis functions are not required to have the symmetry of
the total wavefunction, but simply form a basis for a reducible
representation of the symmetry group of the hamiltonian. This approach
to exchange perturbation theory leads to a generalization of the
Hirschfelder-Silbey (HS) formal ism 2 , which is analogous to the DE-FOP-VIM
generalization of the Modified Kirtman (MK) proceduce l.
We have separated our first order equation into a Polarization
ns and an exchangewhich describes van der Waals correlati^equation 	 0
equation which introduces-ionic terms into the wavefunction. For
both H2 + and H2 we have determined a variational approximation to
•	 the exchange function. For many electron systems-we have shown that
the first order equation is equ!.^ialent to a set of one an d two electron
equations. For problems involving multi-configurational interactions,
the treatment here must be modified-although the formalism in I is
applicable.
2There are many ways in which our treatment can take electron
spins into consideration. However, our formulation is well suited
to "spin-free quantum chemistry" 3 in which our wave futictions would
be SpatiaL functions having symmetry with respect
corresponding to a Young diagram conjugate to the
associated spin function. In a forthcoming artic
will incorporate our treatment into the spin-free
to electron permutations
Young diagram of Its #
le, Matsen and Junker 4 41
quantum chemistry.
11. General Formulation
L,)t us consider the determination of the energy levels of a
hamiltonian H, to which there corresponds a symmetry group G-of
order g. Later we will specialize the discussion the case where H
1,8 a molecular electronic hamiltonian and G is a permutation group.
The eigen,functions of H may be made to be simultaneously eigenfunctions
of the projectors
	 A kk ( 14, k 4,C n 
^0	
i eA ;0	 associated with the
`P.-th irreducible representation
	 of dimension n.,	 If D (10) (R)
denotes the matrix of the operator 0
R 
belonging to G, in	 then
n
A	 D(	 (R) 0ij ,	 9	 R	 ij	 R
One way to compute , the eigensol-utions of H is to set up and
diagonalize an infinite secular equation with a complete setof
functions. As in Appendix A of I we follow the Van Aleck-Kirtman 5
approach in considering such a set split into , two classes,
	
(0)
and 
X	 Special attention- is given to
to be the symmetry components of a sin gle,primi-ti,
I /
3
The elements of	 9; (0) are given by
life
(0) A ij	 i, j ,< n
If the set of functions 0.
	 'o) is linearly dependent, some of the
7"^ i 1 (0) 
vanish and are, of courso, omittcd from	 1'(°) . we
assume that	 0 (0) is an eig afunetion of an unperturbed hamiltonian
H(o) with nondegenerate energy
	 C (0) * However we do not assume that
H(0) commutes with 0 , hence, the	 Wo) are not eigenfunctions of
H(o)	 The elements of	 (o) are orthogonal by symmetry.
The remaining infinite set of functions 	 X(o) is assumed, with-
out loss of generality, to be orthonormal and orthogonal to	 jP (0)
No other assumptions need be made regarding	 (0)
Of course, we cannot diagonalize the matrix of H in the infinite
set	 % (off + 'X(o) and., in fact, we would like to limit ourselves
	
"	 Xjust to the set	 However,	 (0) is connected to	 (0)
in the secular equation by the matrix (0) 1 H-E t(°),
which is not necessarily negligible. Thus, we transform the initial
basis to a now basis
* ( 0 )	 (1) + .. + XN	 (N)+ %
	
)(o)(N) 	 +	 +	 + ? N
Here X is a formal perturbation parameter whose numerical value is
OVunity. The functions
	
(n)	 AU (n) are chosen so as to make
the overlap and hamiltonian matrix elements connecting,
	
(N) and
4f
mop (N) vanish th	 ;j N), Jhenm ig teh, ms 0(
<
(N) Ifl-B, I	 "A N+Jf	 T(N) >m 3 k
If the Set OX(N) is ignored and the energies determined by the
secular equation,
< P (N)  I 11-E I lip (N) >	 0	 (2)
2N+l)the resulting elgenvalues are accurate through 0( A	 rhus,
our method consists of solving Eq. (1) for the * (N) by a percur-
blation expans Lon, and then solving the secular equation (2) to
obtain approximate energies and waveOnctions. However, wt- do not
solve Eq. (2) by perturbation methods 	 since it is a finite deter-
minant and can be diagonalized easily by other methods. Thus we do
not produce a perturbation expansion for the energy and wavefundtion.
The functions X(N) are obtained by Schmidt orthogonalizing"
(0) t0 V(N), an,,d the qO(N' are chosen so that
(N) I H	 (N) >	 0( ;k N+ 1)	 (3)
We assume-ttie existence of primitiue functions 	 OJ (N) such that
Pij (N) s	 Ai j
	 i (N)
and
A N 	 (N)(0 + At	 +
1,! Ji
thk:11 ' dot , to Oo- , oolllq ! 1 11 1%r lt y 01	 it and	 Eq. (3) becom"
A N+A 0
	
A	
I *	 (4)
We	 now	 itILI-2	 It	 W,	 1( Jt'	 V,	 Tht . "of tit io'll
o r Eq,	 (4)	 is
fit
V^
4	 Ci)	
Z	
(10
R
whore	 I fie (NiR .' )	 11 1 	 ati	 Yt L,	 undeterti, i nvd iiumbt:rs.	 Th i H	 osit i is
Ok	
1.	
"tollows 81nLe	 A t a
rr 
0	 m	
Ak j	 1)ki(	 (R) and 	0
orthogonal to alt	 (N)
Vie equations for she c,ninponvnta	 are obtained by
^j
rosolving Eq.	 (5) into d1iferont, orders in 	 Thus,
(o )	 (0)
(6)
(0) - P (0)	 +	 V	 0 (7)
R	
R
(N) + V	 (N-1)(0)	 (0))	 0(H	 R
j	
1=1
	 R	 jR
The solution of the zeroth order equation is assumed known.
We shall consider in detail here only the first order equations
since practical calculations are limited at present to solving this
equation.	 Assuming the functions	 0R O(Q)	 to be linearly independento
Eq.	 (7) involves	 g+l	 unknown-quantities ,., the function	 and
I	 A
Ole,
the kono r*0 4 4 ► tw­ #tvAAt j M 1# not sufficiant
to	 *i I fi t "._h4w	 "Jurtti#1 r#j*tjou to provided 1by
uu*t bo Olthosm-&l
 to O(Q)#
Vol	
(0
A,
Not tit	 Ike	 '#-hiffy 71k	 'P(t. j' y x , ThIst to	 tol the
	
rAN#4	 Oveofy' *TO Vt shall lisp too nif-i .-Jralaost
of X	 guide in deriving r*14ttlons to fix the
one wethod 44-s ,woodin I is to use normalization conditions
to 4otoraino the arbitrary constant 	 This le#ds to th* modifiod
Kirtman (W) treatment, In whioh the first order wavefunction is
roquired to be orthogonal to all zeroth order isvtfunctions. Por
the eltctron exchange problem. YIrtman 6 has proposed the analogous
6 O u t 	 A A-) , ,I .'
.&	 > ft 0.0	 simi lot- j but mov-< 0	 APF' j#6 6.)	 iF I#h (1)Ottl btctjllve ' Con d it ; on is < 0	 ri
Wch is used in the HIrartifelder -Silbey (HS) approach2 This lact-or
condition has the properties that the energy thTokigh first ardor agrees
with the Heitler-Londoo restilt so that the first order energy Is
2
obtained by the zerf)th or-der wavefumation	 Furthermore) in the
	
theory the	 and	 are independent of	 andHS rejR
Thus, the same primitive function is used to obtain all states which 2
can &rise, from
in the present paper, we shall generalize the US procedure,,
I I
7
and fix the unknown c-)nr*t-ants by a vari^:tiunal me' hod analogous to
the DE-FOP-VIM formalism dib roi$6 ,ed to 7. This has rite advantage of
providing the best enotAy values for to lowest stares of particular
symmetj,jes obLainabl,.- tromp Eq. (2) with N -t 1. As de shall_ atww ) as
a result of this variation ,  the HS concept of a single primi,tive
function for all states is destroyed.
The most general solution of Eq. (7) and (9) is
*k 0	 (1)	 000''V^ 	 oyerl)o (0))
	
^j	 I 
R 
ejR	 R	 i
Here the prime means that the Identity permutation is omitted, and
is a variational constant introduced to optimize the component
of	 1-(0) in 	 j	
A
The	 10 	 is orthogonal to	 0 (0)
and satisfies the polarization equation
	
(0 )	 (0) A.	 0+ ( V < 0 (o V 1 0 (05 olo(H
This is the first order equation in an unsymmetrical R41i^-*%h-Schro"dingerY
expansion of the eigensolutions of H. 	 The IV-	 ^,,Stisfy the exchan eR
equations
	
(H(o)	 (0))
	
(o)>	 0(o) 	0, (12)CdR	 OR — <0 (0) 0 R I
andW >	 Q. The	 provide a correction to
< R A
(1) due to symmetry. Note that neither 	 nor	 dependsR
on 11"or
	Since	 o(. an d	 are independent- variational constants.,JR.
the tip . . (1) are linear variation functions in the set 1PA0 ij ^ ^^
Aid
	
Aid
	 R	
The secular equation (2) is equivalent
0to tho expanded dt-t t -1--nant
toy 	 ^	 c^^	 ^^^ ^-^	 , 4 '"^r^^ ^, ^'^`^'^^^/
`yq►
..^^
^l	 X
'0
4 H	 *`/*^ - 1 0 (0) >14-4
eo)>
40
,4^
r
(13)
2
The maximum, damns ion o  this 'stv, tfiat- ecloat ion Is g (g+l). only
the roots which fiom,	 L:h *-,, 	o  ffiv zt-t,oth order aquation
(0) / H-Ej 7A 	 0)>	 0	 haire meaning, however.
Finally, we remark that this tartat 'lonal method, has m*aning
only In low order perturbation	 thek- ,,, ry. 1'hisi	 is because	 in infinite
order, the exact Ypjsolution	 ^'f Vq. (5) is a linear combinatton
of degenerate eigenfunct.)Ions
-)	 .9'T k 1	 k ^<, np.	 P 4--	 R	 Cor-
responding to energy ,, say,	 )kE	 The
*
^?j
	
depends on the	 -*1 A
only through the coefficients of the hence,
A
<	
,	 /
IV.	 1 -,	 "Y	 Ie MP
>	 AjR / 7-Aik	 k	
AM	 >
j5 
0:L	
j Ic 1
so that the roots of the seculat equation (2) do not depend on the
j 
III. APPLICATIONS TO ELECTRON EXCHLIME I-9 li^, AND 'H
For electron exch^nge prop	 1.;e tt.#-. molecular , Plectronic
hamiltonian and G is the permutation gro"p of electron
.
lateAi. A-11
wavefunctiona that we consider are spatial wavefunctions.
I	 I
9
Let us conside-. the interaction of two ground state hydrogen atoms,
which resulti, to the molecular singlet	 + ('E,	 and triplet
3 Zu 4 ( 3 E 3 1P	 Hcre 0 consists of the identity and P12 , the
transposition of cloctron labels. The projectors corresponding to the
singlet and tripl-r-tt >. irred-,, cible representations are	 A =, -!(I+P12) and2
3
A 12	 respcativoly'
The zeroth or.dLr primitive funotion it 	 ^ (o)	 0 (I)b 0 (2)
where a 0 t b 0 are Is orbitals centered on the two nuclei, a and b
Hence.,
H(o )	 (1) 4, h b (2)	 (14)
and
V	 H,-H(o)	 R- 
I +r -1 
- ra2
-1 
'rbi
-1	 (15)12 
I q7 2hawhere	 W - Y	 - ra-1 and similarly for h b 	The unperturbed
energy is	 (0) - 2e 0 = -1 Hartree.
The polarization equation (10) has been solved to high accuracy by
variational methods by Hirschfelder and Lbwdin 7 and by Kolos. 8 The
primary effect of 	 is to introduce correlations between the
electrons which give rise to van der Waals interactions*
The exchange function 	 is orthogonal to a0 (I)b0 (2) and
satisfies the equation (12).
(ha (l)- e0 + hb (2)- e0	 b 0	 0 (1)a (2) 	 Sao  a 0 (1)b 0(2)	 (16)
where Soo, is the overlap between a0 and b0	 The	 provides
4	 10
a '^o* rectior to (1) due to thy., Pauli principle. Since	 CAS (1) is9^6
a. new functl on appearing in our theory, we consider they solution of
Eq, (16) in detail bt low,
The singlet and triplet wave functions, accurate through :first order,
are, given by
)	 (	 ^3.	 `'A	 fo	 A^ ^	 ^ 1)	 ^ i	 (1)
(17)
where	 Obi Oi are variational constants, It fo llows that the energies
are the lowest roots of the two 3x3 secular equations
` (o) H- iE iA 0 (o ) > <	 1H-iE '"A (')>	 (o) H- iEj ''A UP)
Al
p	 < ^ 	 H-	 iA 0 (0)> < I H iE iA (^ ),^	 l) [H- E iA GJ(l)
<C,j	
a
1) H-ir. iA	 (°),	 l) H-' E iA A( 1)> <10(l) H- iE ''AG(),,
(18)
The recant application of the HS procedure to. ..H2-'-.gives an ind,iceafion
of the accutacy to be expected from our treatment. The energies labelled
iE(1 1 %) in Tables V and Vl of Ref. (6) correspond, in the present treat -
ment, to the lowest roots of the 2u'2' secular equation resulting from the
basis ''A 
	
and A( ^(1) + (,^(l) ) , where	 is fixed and taker
to be the Hei.tier-London exchange energy. The resulting energies;.are
quit: =accurate in the region of the van der Waals minimum of the triplet
state, although at shorter distances the error increases. Allowing
to Crary so as to minimize the Energy (as in our treatment) improves the
results. We have not repeated the calculations, however, since our
11
primary interest at present Is in characterizing tli , - cxchanae function
Al though
	
is implicit-. in the f4nction X -Fu;r	 of
Ref. (9) ,  the form of the basis which was used maker, a meaulngfol
exLraction of W (l) imposoible, Thus we have obtained LIP' ) by
sol%,ing Eq. (12) voriationally.
The interactiou of ^; ground state hydrogeu aton ►	 a pxotork r,,,,
form the le	 and 2 p '7/'
u 
states of ii,
2 + 
^rovldes a %iery ^4illliidl:
e_; ample of electron exchange. In this ca6e, one ell^ctrua Is uz.,,ittg
exchanged between the two nuclei ,  as contrasted to the 1. Z1, case wbr-^r^t!
the two electrons are being interchanged. The H2 + oxampli^ ha,,; hpo .
studied by McQtiarrie and Hirschfelder 10 who used the HS tteatmer.*L
together with the Unebld approximation for the exchange function. In
this case:	 = as , H(0) - h I V = R_ I - r b -1 , and '
(o) = e0	Hartree,, The polarization function	 has been6 	 2
er.--seed, in closed form by Dalgarno and Lewis. I t ) 10 The exchans,=
function W (1) is orthogonal to a,0 and satisfies the equationa 
(I)
^h a
	 0)	 a	 0	 00 0 (19)
The two states are characterized by the projectors 9A = (I + 1)/2 and
u A = (1 - 1)/2 respectively where I is the inversion operator. Other-
wise the analysis is the same as for the H2 : Eq. (17) gives the wave
function through the first order and Eq. (18) gives the energy through
the third order. The resulting energy is in good agreement with the
exact: energies for separations greater than 4 Bohr radii.
M The Ci'.&aq&aj r,
The rqijationB,
dLc^= [-Civcly "Aal-il 'c!r
turb 'lt,!on aquatilons
,inc t.ions for 	 nd ii +
----	
—22 —a--"2
(16) and (19) ) for the exchange functions appear
These equations corroopond to first: order per-
in which the 
t(1) plays the role of the first
order wave iunction. Yor H2	 the perturbation potential is
oxrj(,r.al 	 rut - rbl 	 rah) 	
H2+ 
I it is - exp(r. - rb 	In
c-ase doev. he equation separate in ellipsoidal coordinates.
Phe UnuOld upproxitnation. gives W(1) (l2)proportional to
b0 (1)a0 (2)  and
	
+ proportional to b 
0
In both cases,
i 
A	 would be proportional to O(o)	 Thus) in the Unsbid
approximationj the Pi in Eq. (17) can be set equal to zero and the row
and column involving the W(l) can be omitted from the secular
equation ( 18) without affecting the energy E	 This approximation is
very interesting but it is not cufficiently accurate to determine the
exchange energy, especially at large separations.
In order to obtain a more accurate approximation for W(l) I lec
us inake. spectral expansions in terms of the complete set of eigenfuilctions
of h
a 
and h b # if
(ha - e
c - GI) ak = 0 and (hb - e0 - ej) b, = 0j	 k (20)
Own
Wt')(Hj ) =
(-Z) <at
f13
^, S
1
wbere WaG) and Wb(1) = I a(1) are the exchange functions
for 112+ ,
(1)x)
	
+	 ^t <^ I. >(,^')	 (22)
a	 ( 2 	 ,`
0
The double summation, in Eq. (21) can be factored into the product of one
electron summations by making use of a mathematical identity which has
prcvi.ously been used for the calculation of atomic polarizabi.li.ties,
vab^ der Waals coefficients, etc, 
12 
If ek and e	 are real constants.,
th(.n it follows from the residue theorem that
00
le +4 a 	 IQ -AU
	
1	 +	 of
00 4	
'4 U	 e, +iu 	 4a 4
,k	 .9	 0	
A	 (23)
Thus,
OQ
	( H2 ) 
_ 20tt 	 Cfa(1) + fa* (I) I ffb(2) + fb* (2)] du
	
V	 (24)
+ Soo [ Wa(1) (1)bo (2) + ao (1) Wb(1)(2))
where the function f  = I fa and fa is orthogonal to a  and satisfies
the equation
	
(ha - e  + iu) fa	 b  - Soo a 	 (25)
Comparing Eqs. (19) and (25), it is clear that 0,(1) (H2+) = fa when
u = Q	 Thus, w (1) (H2 ) is obtained by solving the one-electron
0 -
(nP) _ [22n-1 3/(2n) 7r ] 1/2	 rn 1 cos8 exp( -r )
14
two-center equation (25) and performing the quadrature indicated la
F,q. (24) .
Since it does not appear possible to obtain an exact. solution for
fa , it is expedient to use variational methods to obtain an approximate
solution, If ta
	
is a trial function and Jtv7 is the functional, 13
J[ a] =	 ha - eo + iu 1 f	 ..	 fay` ' bo 5ooso y
(26)
bo -Sooao 1 fa
then the variational approximation to f a is given as an extremum point
A.
of T[fa]	 If fa is a linear variational function, then increasing
^0
the size of the basis set yields a better, bound to J[f a] .
For u = 0 , the J[ Gt/a(1) ] is the Hylleraas functional for a
ground skate hydrogen atom perturbed by the potential - oxp(r a - rb)
Since the Hylleraas functional gives an upper bound to the second order
energy for a system in its ground state, J[ W a(1)] > J[	 a(1)
`	 which minimizes J y thenif	 is the function^a(l) 	 Goa 
1)
J[aCl)]	 .. <bo Sooao '	 a(l)/,	 J[ l.Ja(1)]
We have taken as our basis set A l, ... , 814 the Slater type
orbitals	 (Is a), (Is b),
 (2sa), (3sa), (4sa) (2pa)a (3P$), (4pa),. (2sb)
(3s b)-' (4sh), ( 2 Pb) r ( 3P'b), and (4pb) where
(ns) = [21n- 1/ (2n); Off ] 1/` rn-1 exp( -r )
15
r
x
TI-e first step is to form a set of 14 Linear combinations of the Slater
orbitals 14
1,4
/1. k
	
Z^	 Al D jk	 (28)
J=i
which are orthonormal and diagonal ze ha
k
x1t X 'Z >	 ki
(29)
"\ Xk' ha e  f ;(j >	 ek k Z
.e taken to be (lsa)	 Thus,
ti	 14fa	
,Z c  	 k	 (30)
k•-2
ti
The c.k which minimize JtfaI are
k N - iu)-1 < rtk / bo - goo ao	 (31)
Thus, the variational approximation to (^	 (H2+ is
a
A	 14
W ( Z)	 Bk) l ` 7 	 bo - Soo ao > k	 (32)k=2
or, expressing the 	 k in terms of the Slater-type orbitals.,
/	 1>	 -_
wa^..,^ f i F ( rb) exp(-rb) +	 gi Gi (ra) exp(-'ra)	 (33)
-	 i
In liable 1 1
 the functions Fj (rb) and Gi (ra) are given together with
the -:oefficients f^ and gi calculated at internuclear separations
16
Table i. The Variational Approximation to the Exchan8e Function
Gtr (^ (H2+)	 gee Eq. (33).a
F(r)
„ 
f^
,
8
r (R ao). 6 8 10
2 1 +.37619 +.34366 +.32522 #.31477
9 r +,,37593 +.33184 +.31935 +.31324,
10 rb2 +.03757 +.02970 +,01325 +.01197
11 r 3b -.00267 -,00],61 -. 0-0034 +.00015
12 rbcox@ +.00899 •.00279 +.00017 +.40189
13 rbcosob +.03369 +.02373 +,00955 +,00350
14 rb3cos9b -.00412 -0001.64 +.00044 +.00090
t iGi(ra)
i (RIso)•4 b 8 10
1 1 j-.28686 •.09913 -.02777 -.00709
3 ra -.04440 --01735 -.00405 +,00037
4
a
+.00716 +.01115 ' +.00247 -.00053
5 ra 3 -.00174 -.00120 +.00011 +.00029
6 racos8a +.04611 +.00950 +.00263 +.00204
7 ratcoa8a +.02126 +.01919. +.00305 W, 00135	 x
8. 3racos6a 90.00476
4
-,00215 +-00056 +.00070
1	 I
J
R - _►
 6 1
 8 and 10 Bohr radii, In the 'limit a,^ 11 t• (omts lar&e, t
,a(1.) 
w (41r)- 1 2 [ 1 + rbl exp(-rb)
(34)
(r) - 1/2 [ (R3 /12 + (R2/2) + (5R/4) + (5/4)	 exp( b - ra)
At smaller separations other terms become important.
	
Now let us consider the variational approximation to
	 (^`) (lit)
Using (31.), (30) and (23), the integral in Eq. (24) becomes
14	 14	 1
Z	 E	 ^+c ) r <	 bo-SoQao	 /	 b,p" po,aa	 (1 ^1
k=2	 X-2
and Eq * (28) Can be, used to express the ^(' s in terms of the Slater-
type orbitals. Thus, we obtain Lj(1) (R2 ) as the sum of four types
of terms
(A) (1) (H2 )
 
- E(rb1'r,2) exp( -bl -ra2)
	+ C(ral,rb2) eXp( rat -rb2)	 (36)
+ I(r ,z ) exp( -r j r ) exp( -	 -r
 )
	
al a2	 a1 ' a2	 a1	 a2
+ I(rbl ,r,b2 ) exp( 
-rb , - rb2)
Here E(rbl -"a2 corresponds to electron exchange terms; 0(r al) rb2)
corresponds to cou l.omb - type terns; and I (raJ,r, 2 ) and I(rbl ,r )
c.orraspond to ionic,terms. Tables II, 11I, and IV give the leading terms
in these functions at separations of 4, 6, 8 and 10 Bohr radii,*
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The exchange terms remain very nearly constant o.cr a wide range of
separations and
E(rbl ,ra2 ) n► 0.057[ 1 + 0.9 rblra2 + 0.75 (rbi + rad ) 	(37)
n
At small separations, the only appreciable coulombic-type tern} is pro-
portional to a
0	 0
(1)b (2)	 But at large separations, a large number of
terms contribute to Q r al ,rb2 ) . Similarly, the composition of the
ionic terms varies a great deal with the separation and the leading tierms
at one separation may contribute very little at another separation. Since
I(rbl ,rb2 ) = I I(ral , rad t the ionic terms with two electrons on nucleus
b are the same as those for two electron on a . The ionic terms enter
naturally in our approach due to the two center character of Eck. (16).'
It is surprising that the ionic coefficient	
&Y6)12 
corresponding to
2pa(1)2pa(2) is so small since Alexander and Salem 16 found that the
addition of this term to the Heitler-London wave function greatly
improved the exchange energy for R=8 Bohr radii. However, much signi-
ficance cannot be placed on any one term since (,) (1) (H2 ) is such a
mixture of a large number of non-orthogonal` -functions. Alexander and
Salem also found that 2p a(1)2pb(2) , the leading dipolq -dipole term in
(l) , greatly ,improved the exchange energy. This corresponds to-the
fact that	 M' as well as the	 (1)^	 ^ is involved in the determination
of the exchange energy.
V. Extension to Many Electron System s.
The case of H2 is, of course, a particularly simple. one, To be
uGeful, our methods must be extended to interactions=involving many electrons.-
-,
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We have in mind that the zeroth order primitive function will be a simple
product of atomic or molecular orbitals. This introduces intermolecular
perturbations due to the incorrect description of the separated molecules,
as well as the intermolecular perturbations. However, this is beside our
main point here, which is to show that Eq. (12), which potentially contains
c,crnr,lica,# ,-drl exc iange terms due to many electron permutation operators, can
be sowed in terms of one and two electron equations. Thus, to avoid the
complications which arise when the exact eigensolutions of the separated
molecdles are unknown, consider the interaction of N ground state hydrogen
atoms,
the zeroth order primitive function is
y(°) ; a0(1)bo (2) ... no(N)	 (38)
and the group G is the permutation group on the N electron 'Labels.
Corresponding to	 0(o) is
H ( 0) ha(1) + hb (2) +	 + hn ( N ) ,	 (39)
and
V	 Vab(1 2) + VaG (1 1 3) + ... ,	 (40)
whcre
_1	
-1 	 (41)ab - r + R12	 ab - ra2	 rb 1
and	 (0) = Ne e	The solution to the polarization equation (11) is
(1) --
	
(f) (1,2)	 (o)	 +	 (1''3)	 (0) + ...	 42
	
a 1 b . (	 ac:
	
ab	 a	 c
	
O	 0	 0	 0
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WO"a, 4,,
Nf; eo+h. M-eo) ab + (vab - (Vab) o ao(1) bo(2) - 0 .	 (43)0
e°	 V b)
	
<a.o(1.)bo(2) ' dab 1 ao (1)bo(2) >	 Eq. (43) is the
coo
o,^. ls,-. iza.tion oquation for H2
	
The exchange equation (12) is a coupled
k 1--a+sle-tron equation ifO permutes the labels of k electrons. .dowever^
wo^,- ^;an generalize the mathematical identity, Eq. (23) . If c V c2 , ... sck
a,,ra array ,set ofreal positive constants,
Do	 00
ck) -1	 ()'l^k	 du.l...	 auk	 c ic2 ... ck	 (ul+u2+...-huk)
. 0O	 •00 (cl+l2 )(c2+u2) ... (Gk_uk
(44)
Eq. (44) allows the reduction of Eq. (12) for ^R(1) to a set of one
electron equations of th1 ,, form of Eq. (25) .
VV L . Summary..
The extension to exchange perturbation problems of the formalism
developed in I leads to the Hirschfelder -Silbey (HS) perturbation theory'
if the undetermined constants in the first order equation are chosen to
yield the Heitler-London first order energy. A generalization of the HS
choosing
theory results from / the constants by a variational procedure analogous to
the Dv,-FOP-VIX .formalism. The first order wave function is the sum of a
olarizaton function, which describes van der Waais correlations, and an
ex.-han_e function, which introduces ionic terms. in the many electron
case the first order equation reduces to a set of one and two electron
equations.
24
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